INSTRUCTIONS
By looking closely, we can identify animals by small parts of their bodies. Can you figure out what animals are pictured? Be specific. Identify the type of animal shown, for example, is it a mako or tiger shark?

Begin in the South American Animals Gallery:

1. This is a:
   One detail that helped me decide:

2. This is a:
   One detail that helped me decide:

Now, go into the Indo-Asian Animal Gallery

3. This is a:
   One detail that helped me decide:

4. This is a:
   One detail that helped me decide:
### Now, go into the Great Mammal Hall

5. [Image] This is a: 
   One detail that helped me decide:

6. [Image] This is a: 
   One detail that helped me decide:

### And finish in the African Animals Gallery

7. [Image] This is a: 
   One detail that helped me decide:

8. [Image] This is a: 
   One detail that helped me decide: